Ralph Lauren Big Pony Collection - June 13th 2012

We are Socialistic, a social and content marketing agency.
We help brands design and develop their social brand publishing strategy
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THE COMPANY WE KEEP / Our Clients

Socialistic After One Year Of Being Here
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OUR PERSPECTIVE
Fundamentally, we believe that when you connect branding and social design through content, wonderful things
happen. We call this a social brand publishing. We help you build an audience that’s intrinsically attracted to your
brand by creating personal relevance and a meaningful relationship that’s built on your brand’s promise.

Social brand publishing starts with coming to terms with a simple concept....
Content is the killer engagement to connect with your consumers.

When your brand story can be brought to life and distributed through content and social technologies, you have the
ability to develop a social relationship with your customer audience.
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BUILDING A SOCIAL BRAND PUBLISHING STRATEGY
We saw an opportunity to apply the same level of strategic thinking, creative ideation, and analytical rigor from the
brand planning+advertising industry to the social sphere. We help brands follow some simple steps in advancing
their social brand publishing strategy
•

Translating your brand strategy into a social narrative

•

Creating ideas that will engage your consumer

•

Designing content that delivers your brand strategy one story at a time

•

Building platforms that anchor your ideas

•

Stitching together social systems to get the story out there
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THE VALUE OF SOCIAL BRAND PUBLISHING
Social Brand Publishing Helps Create
Impressions, Not Just Serve Them

SOCIAL TAPESTRY

UBIQUITY PORTABILITY
COMMUNITY CONTENT
BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE

ALWAYS ON AFFINITY ROI
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BRAND PUBLISHING
CASE STUDY - NISSAN’S JTZ

NISSAN / Creating A Market For Electric Vehicles
In 2010, Carlos Ghosn, CEO of Nissan was very excited about launching the world’s first mass market electric car.
Nissan was going to market on the idea of a “Zero Emissions” vehicle and wanted a plan to digital launch. After
some deep research and social listening we discovered something that surprised us and Nissan. People didn’t
know what “Zero Emissions” meant. They were intrigued by the idea of an electric vehicle but didn’t have any idea
what a vehicle like that could do to change the way we moved around the world.
We proposed Nissan a corporate campaign preparing people for living a Zero Emissions lifestyle. We’d first create
an understanding of what the future could be like and then we would introduce the car that could get you there.
A Journey to Zero was born.
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NISSAN / Designing Platforms
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NISSAN / The Host
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NISSAN / The Personal Journeys
We created a series of interactive documentaries that
broadcast across social media and digital channels
and augmented them with games and shared
experiences. Truly Participatory Media.

Thought leaders in design, tech, NGO’s, ecology,
government, entertainment. politics and academia
participated. Each thought leader would take a
journey of their own.
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NISSAN / Engaging the Community
“Join us in the conversation about a cleaner environment and a zero emission future. We’ll bring a variety of
insightful individuals to moderate, and we invite each of you to contribute. We look forward to a spirited debate
about the future of mobility and a cleaner world. Help us draw a collective roadmap on the Journey to Zero.”
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NISSAN / Facebook Engagement
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NISSAN / Facebook Engagement
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SERVICING BRANDS GLOBALLY

PROVIDING A GLOBAL FRAMEWORK FOR L’OREAL

Global Account & Strategy

Local Market Implementation
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A GLOBAL CASE STUDY

IBM AND EURO RSCG 4D - DIGITAL STRATEGY
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IBM AND EURO RSCG 4D - DIGITAL STRATEGY
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SOCIAL BUSINESS STRATEGY
IBM’s social business strategy is to lead how
forward thinkers engage with experts and expertise
through designing a digital system that catalogs
IBMers’ expertise, manages access to them and
optimizes their interactions with constituents. This
engenders trust and accelerates forward thinking,
action and the creation of value. By fully enabling the
digital IBMer, we can systematically manage the way
these social interactions connect with all parts of
IBM, including the Demand System – and perform
these tasks at massive scale.
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SOCIAL BUSINESS STRATEGY

Digital System
Design System
Content Strategy
Expert Relationship
Management
Expert Locator
Social Aggregator
Jams
Social Business Manager
Digital Roadmaps

IBM’s social business strategy is to lead how
forward thinkers engage with experts and expertise
through designing a digital system that catalogs
IBMers’ expertise, manages access to them and
optimizes their interactions with constituents. This
engenders trust and accelerates forward thinking,
action and the creation of value. By fully enabling
the digital IBMer, we can systematically manage the
way these social interactions connect with all parts
of IBM, including the Demand System – and perform
these tasks at massive scale.

IBMers
Clients & Prospects
Sales Teams
Influencers

Social Business @ IBM
Digital Labs

Social CRM
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SOCIAL AGGREGATOR
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EXPERT RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
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SURFACING EXPERTS
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IBM JAMS PLATFORM
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BIG PONY COLLECTION
THE BRIEF RESPONSE

A BLURRY FORECAST FOR THE FRAGRANCE INDUSTRY

Thanks to rising consumer confidence, the growth of men as fragrance consumers, increased promotional activities and new product launches
the fragrance industry was able to grow in 2011.
Though it has been a tough road, consumer confidence has undergone an exceptional growth in the past months, reaching a 4-year high. Closely
related to it, the fragrance industry has an opportunity for growth in the next few years.
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MAKING THE INDUSTRY TRENDS WORK FOR BIG PONY COLLECTION
THE HOLLYWOOD HRMPF

STATUS & DESIGN

Celebrity fragrances
moving beyond the typical celebrity spokes modlel strategy.

Innovative packaging
designs mimicking brands’ images.

Celebrities can boost a product’s sale,
garnering attention and using the
added benefit of the built-in fan base.

The trend is not sustainable as shorter
life spans of celebrity brands create
shorter product cycles.

Big Pony uses a culturally relevant band, passion driven icons of sport and lifestyle, and most
importantly the “brand” as the celebrity.

Smart packaging can turn a fragrance
into a status badge for consumers.

Many brands went too far in creating
overcomplicated packaging.

Big Pony brings Ralph Lauren to life elegantly through the simple design of a sleek bottle.

Source: Mintel Fragrances Industry Report 2010 & 2011, Socialistic Online Survey
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MAKING THE CONSUMER TRENDS WORK FOR BIG PONY COLLECTION
LOYALTY CRISIS

GENDER BENDER

Consumers do not remain loyal to a single brand.
They vary between products and switch brands more often.

Men fragrances sales
have surpassed women sales in 2010 and 2011 for the first time.

Consumers owning several products
create additional sales opportunities.

15%
12%
18%

If a product is not top of mind as a
consumer’s first choice, it will be
scarcely used and never renewed.

As men begin to spray fragrance earlier
we are seeing the emergence of a new
potential feeder segment.

Lower price point products like body
sprays increase competition in the
industry.

one

55%

two
three
three +

Multidimensional, Big Pony launched a product for all moods and lifestyles, answering every
consumer needs.

With Big Pony male and female products Ralph Lauren taps into the ability to shift to a true
fragrance band.

Source: Mintel Fragrances Industry Report 2010 & 2011, Socialistic Online Survey
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AN OPPORTUNISTIC POSITION IN THE MARKET
DYNAMIC
Burberry Brit
Ralph Lauren
Big Pony

Gucci Guilty

PRESTIGE

ACCESSIBLE

Dior Miss Dior
Escada Summer

BRANDS

BRANDS

Versace Bright Crystal
Vera Wang Princess

Marc Jacobs Daisy

STATIC
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BIG PONY WAS UNABLE TO BREAK THROUGH THE CLUTTER
Each fragrance in our benchmark
benefited from a strong initial boost
which kept search results on a
steady level.
Two years ago, the launch of Ralph
Lauren Big Pony did not result in any
important search level.

RALPH LAUREN BIG PONY AWARENESS

In consequence, The Big Pony Collection
suffers from low awareness at only 33%

32.5%
67.5%

Aware
Unaware
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THE CLUTTER - COMPETITIVE COMMUNICATION AUDIT OVERVIEW
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

TECH

Burberry / Brit

2.61

3.00

2.75

3.25

3.25

1.25

2.83

2.00

Gucci / Guilty

2.51

3.00

3.00

2.75

3.00

1.25

2.58

2.00

Axe

2.50

2.75

2.50

2.75

3.00

2.50

2.00

2.00

Dior / Ms.Doir

2.26

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.25

0.25

2.33

2.00

Ralph Lauren / Big Pony

1.57

2.50

1.50

2.00

1.25

0.50

1.75

1.50

Escada / Summer

1.54

2.50

1.50

1.75

0.75

1.25

1.5

1.50

Versace / Bright Crystal

1.26

2.75

2.00

1.25

0.25

0.50

0.58

1.50

Marc Jacobs / Daisy

0.71

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.00

0.75

1.00

1.00

vera Wang / Princess

0.65

1.00

0.50

1.25

0.00

0.50

0.58

0.75

In summary Ralph Lauren is falling in the middle of the pack in the competitive audit, they are not failing nor are they doing anything outstanding. The main take away is that they are relying
on the legacy branding to carry across their message. There is no sense they are pushing technology or content development to help improve the holistic experience with fragrances and
reach out to their core audience. One area for easy improvement is Social Integration, there is a lot of effort put into their social platforms but they are not elevated cross platform and almost
no presence on the web-site. Also there is a lack of interesting content on their Facebook and Youtube pages, much better job done with their dedicated Twitter feed.
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OVERVIEW
BRAND: Burberry, Gucci and Dior all scored top marks for having a consistent branding on all platforms.
DESIGN: Gucci + Dior score the highest. Dior not only for tight overall execution but for use of highly designed videos to carry brand
message. Gucci for an excellent Facebook campaign and an experience that runs seamless from platform to platform.
TONE: Burberry nails it. They manage to speak to a male and female audience, no call outs to celebrities + utilize the heritage of
popular British music of times past to be of the moment but still have a cultural legacy.
MERCHANTAINMENT: Burberry + Dior are the top scorers. Burberry for tapping into the music market and spinning it off in a multitude
of variations for different products. Dior stands out for the focus on video to push brand story and experience.
SOCIAL INTEGRATION: Axe is best in class, they have their social media platforms, front and center at all times but not obnoxiously
so. Case in point, links to Facebook, Twitter + Youtube platforms from the home page of the website.
SOCIAL AGGREGATED: Burberry is best in class which is due primarily to sourcing and producing relevant content.
TECH: Dior + Burberry score well for having slick DHTML interfaces, Axe for giving a nod to gaming vis-a-vis their target audience +
Gucci for having the best stand-alone Facebook application.
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SOLVING THE 4 KEY CHALLENGES
Challenges

CREATE AWARENESS THROUGH ACCESSIBILITY

CREATE LOYALTY THROUGH DYNAMISM

CONNECT DIGITALLY TO PURCHASE DRIVERS

DRIVE DAILY RELEVANCE AND STAY TOP OF MIND
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IN LINE WITH THE BRAND, BIG PONY IS A LIFESTYLE PRODUCT...

“A chief reason behind Ralph Lauren's success is
that what he sells is far more seductive to
consumers than any particular product because he
sells a lifestyle.”

“Contemporary life is an exciting, colorful
multidimensional adventure for a confident young
woman. She can no longer be defined by a single
aspect of her life. [...] A new generation of women
is leading the way and now they have a fragrance
collection to call their own.”

FROM A BRAND...

... TO A PRODUCT
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THE “MERCHANTAINMENT” SOCIAL COMMUNICATION MODEL

“‘MERCHANTAINMENT’ IS
THE SEAMLESS BLENDING
OF MERCHANDISING AND
ENTERTAINMENT”
DAVID LAUREN

As a communication model,
‘merchantainment’ is the process of
creating an immersive experience that
merges the brand's offerings with the brand
promise, while integrating a textural and
emotional narrative that aligns the brand
with the consumer's aspirations.
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THE BIG PONY GENDER PERSONALITY PROFILES
Big Pony is about a right product for every young Ralph Lauren consumer and all of their moods.
It is about the lifestyle of each gender, their social lives, their peers and activities.

Sporty
Seductive
Adventurous
Energy

Sporty
A fragrance for everyone
& for every occasion

Sensual
Free-spirited
Stylish
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THE “GAMES OF GENDER” STRATEGY FRAMEWORK

Ralph Lauren Big Pony embodies social dynamics among young adults.
Big Pony is their partner as they get defined by their place within their group
and in interaction with the opposite gender.

GAMES

OF

GENDER

Playful
Dynamic
Competitive

Within
Between
Against

Seduction
Cliques
Belonging
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THE WORK

IT’S ALL ABOUT LIFESTYLE AND BELONGING

Big Pony is a right of passage to the Ralph Lauren lifestyle.
It’s one of the cultural signifiers of “belonging” and the “games of gender”.
This audience is ALL about identifying and belonging.
WE DESIGNED A PROGRAM THAT WILL:
1. Introduce them to the lifestyle in an entertaining and social way.
2. Give them the keys to belonging and “graduate” them in.
3. Create a shareable, slightly fantasy-like, narrative of what it means to be
“Big Pony” in the larger context of Ralph Lauren.
4. Facilitate POE (point of engagement) purchase throughout our story.
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BRAND PUBLISHING AS THE FRAMEWORK FOR OUR PROGRAM
Content Is The Killer Engagement Model
BUT... Social objects are the tumblers of interaction with that content.
The content must be unique to the brand and from a POV that is relevant and distinct.
The interactions should be small and multiple, adding up to a sustained relationship over time.

GAMES
POLLS &
SHAREABLES

RELEVANT
ARTICLES

=

SELF-ACTUALIZATION OF THE LIFESTYLE

CORE CONTENT
PRODUCT
RECOS
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THE BRAND NARRATIVE

Lifestyle and product archetypes shown through a telenovela
Welcome to Swan Cove; a distinguished seaside community
populated by a diverse group of prestigious residents with oldfashioned American values and traditions. The tony, picturesque
village is inhabited by a tight-knit group of extremely attractive,
athletic, and affluent families. A private beach club lines the sandy
shores, and a lush country club with exquisite polo fields is where the
community gathers on weekends for exclusive, highly competitive
matches. This is a town in which everyone’s parents board horses,
everyone’s parents rowed crew in college, and everyone owns at
least two monogrammed cashmere sweaters.
And of course, in a town where everyone knows everyone, secrets
never remain secret for long.
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“BANNER ADS”
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“BANNER ADS”
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“BANNER ADS”
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“BANNER ADS”
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INTEGRATING BIG PONY INTO THE TELENOVELA

In essence the telenovela is a “Choose Your Adventure”
interactive video that will play out in three installments.
At the start the user chooses a character to follow,
already starting to self identify with one character over
another. From that point the story unfolds, driven by key
decision points throughout the narrative arc.
The decision points can either be implicitly driven by Big
Pony product choices or more subtly by mood selections
that reflect the essence of the varieties of Big Pony
product offering (e.g. stylish, seductive, sporty, etc.).
The further the user engages with the piece the closer
they move to determining the fate of Swan Cove.
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AMPLIFICATION OF THE STORY / Frictionless Sharing
LIKE

VOTE ON POLLS

PARTICIPATE

ACTION

SHARE

SOCIAL DISCOVERY
Content marketing and Always-on social enable discovery of your brand/new products through friends, driving penetration. Precedes
search in purchase cycle, since friends discover things they didn’t know they wanted or needed.
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PARTICIPATORY MEDIA

PARTICIPATORY MEDIA

PARTICIPATORY MEDIA

SOCIAL TUMBLERS: MONOGRAM MADNESS
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SOCIAL TUMBLERS: MONOGRAM MADNESS - ATTACHING YOURSELF TO THE NARRATIVE
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SOCIAL TUMBLERS: MONOGRAM MADNESS - SHAREABLE SIGNIFIERS OF BELONGING
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MOBILE: LIFESTYLE ON THE GO
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IN SUMMARY

+

+
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WHY WE CAN HELP DEVELOP YOUR BRANDS SOCIALLY
Team Category Brand Experience

Key Reasons To Hire Socialistic
•

•

The Perfect Balance Of Creative And
Media Capabilities To Develop Beautiful
and Effective Brand Publishing Solutions
A global network solution with proven
experience.

A passionate and experienced team that
would love to work on your brand
• Fundamentally we believe we have

25 Years
Beauty Brands

24 Years
Fashion Brands

•

•

Great Ideas, Great People, and We LOVE
you, Ralph Lauren

9 Years

Luxury Brands

11 Years

Fragrance Brands
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THANK
YOU

APPENDIX

BURBERRY / BRIT - WOMEN + MEN

2.61 MEAN SCORE
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BURBERRY / BRIT - WOMEN + MEN
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

3.00

2.75

3.25

3.25

1.25

2.83

3.25

3.25

2.00

2.00

Very strong
branding, similar to
Versace, but again
they have a strong
branding/design
heritage to draw
upon. Consistent
branding across all
platforms.

Clean simple design
across all platforms.
Fragrances very
easy to find on the
site, and from a
cursory glance it is
very easy to identify
fragrance content
on social media
platforms

Overall feeling there
is direct
engagement with
consumer on all
platforms. A sense
that there is more of
a dialogue as
opposed to speaking
at the consumer
base.

The marriage of the
product
presentation and
the brand story is
present on all
platforms. The
selling of the
Burberry lifestyle is
present at all times.

Little integration on
the site itself, much
better on social
media platforms, the
3 major platforms
cross reference
each other.

Nails it from an
overall lifestyle
perspective, lots of
supporting content
that is not solely
fashion or marketing
focused. Total
number of fans
12,000,000+

Speaks to consumer
at a more holistic
level, touches on
fragrance, fashion,
outside lifestyle
influences. Video
posts included.
1,014,480 followers.

Good mix content,
definitely speaks at
an overall lifestyle
level . Total of
35,476 subscribers.

Technology wise the
Burberry site takes
advantage of HTML 5
to a greater degree
than the rest
competitor set.
Better integration of
video assets on
social media
platforms.

facebook.com/
burberry

twitter.com/#!/
Burberry

youtube.com/user/
Burberry
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GUCCI / GUILTY - WOMEN + MEN

2.51 MEAN SCORE
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GUCCI / GUILTY - WOMEN + MEN
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

3.00

3.00

2.75

3.00

1.25

2.58

2.75

2.00

3.00

2.00

Similar to other high
fashion brands, it
has the brand
heritage to fall back
on. Gucci uses this
to great advantage,
the double G is part
of pop-culture.

Consistent design
everywhere, similar
color palette, fonts,
logos, very tightly
executed.

Tone consistent
across all platforms,
on brand at all
times. It’s all about
sex.

Good points of
integration on the
social media
platforms; however,
nothing on the site.
Everything drives to
the Facebook site.

Integration at
product level within
fragrances. A little
more cutting edge in
that they have call
outs to Fancy, which
is a lifestyle/fashion
oriented social
media platform.

Facebook page is
very fashion
focused, not much
call out to other
supporting content.
Stand alone
application for Gucci
Guilty woman’s
campaign, which is
nicely done. Total
number of fans
8,000,000+

Better than
standard, content is
very fashion
focused. 382,634
followers.

Dedicated brand and
fragrance channel.
Lots of original
content e.g. brand
movies (500 by
Gucci) . Total of
2337 subscribers
for Fragrance brand
channel, 3834 for
overall brand
channel.

Site functions well,
give them props for
having a good URL
strategy and a nice
Facebook app.

Guilty Facebook app
does a good job to
speaking to Men and
Women audience.

Much better cross
pollinating on the
various social media
platforms.

facebook.com/
GUCCI

twitter.com/#!/
gucci

Gucciguilty.com
goes directly to
their Facebook app.

youtube.com/user/
gucciofficial
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AXE - WOMEN + MEN

2.50 MEAN SCORE
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AXE - WOMEN + MEN
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

2.75

2.50

2.75

3.00

2.50

2.00

2.00

1.25

2.75

2.00

Brand consistent
across all platforms,
not the best
execution but strong
none-the-less.
Consistent use of
illustration style,
color palette and
logos.

Straightforward
slick, definitely
geared towards the
audience. More
effort here put into
interaction design at
least with the web.
Design aesthetic
also carries into
choice of supporting
media.

Unique in that it
speaks directly to
male and female
audience in most of
their digital
communications,
except for
Facebook.

Overall digital
experience is a
story-telling arc
with product
placement
throughout, cleverly
done.

Best execution on a
website, call outs to
all major social
platforms. Some
integration cross
social media
platforms

Good mix of content
humorous, some
lifestyle stuff,
product info, etc.
Some supporting
apps, e.g. quiz for
Shower Girls. Would
score higher if they
spoke more to
female audience.
Total number of fans
3.2 million +.

Twitter seems to be
their weak point. It
reads like Frat-bro
bravado. 79,786
followers.

All sponsored
content from what I
can tell. Speaks to
both male and
female audiences,
on-brand,
humorous. Total of
14,153 subscribers.

Very slick website,
e.g. the technology
aspect helps carry
the brand/tone
similar to a gaming
interface, good
sound effects.

Tonality is geared
towards young
audience, tongue in
cheek, humorous.

twitter.com/#!/axe

youtube.com/axe

facebook.com/axe
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DIOR \ MISS DIOR

2.40 MEAN SCORE
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DIOR \ MISS DIOR
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

3.00

3.00

3.25

3.25

0.25

2.33

2.25

2.75

2.00

2.00

Big advantage with
the iconic heritage
to draw upon. Unlike
other brands they
make a big play with
video on all
platforms. It makes
them stand out.

Consistent well
coordinated design
(fonts, color, logo).
Excellent use of
video to help carry
the brand story.

More than
consistent, the tone
of the brand is
carried across in
video and written
word. Even the
Twitter posts have
some flair.

Very fashion
focused, some callout content to
fragrance. Lots of
coverage of events.
Overall, well curated.
Total number of fans
8 million +.

Well written, shows
attention to small
detail, very buttoned
up. 679,000
followers.

Solid, mostly
focused on fashion
and brand
commercials, some
short form
sponsored films.
Total of 19,025
subscribers.

Good use of
technology to
support the brand +
design, similar to
Axe it helps support
the overall
experience.

Probably the most
innovative use of
video in the entire
competitive set.
Does an excellent
job of not only
selling product but
overall brand
lifestyle.

Very weak on overall
integration of their
social media
platforms, a de facto
Facebook like here
and there feels like
an after thought.

facebook.com/Dior

http://twitter.com/
#!/Dior

youtube.com/user/
Dior
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RALPH LAUREN - BIG PONY

1.57 MEAN SCORE
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RALPH LAUREN - BIG PONY
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

2.50

1.50

2.0

1.30

0.50

1.80

1.50

2.00

1.80

1.50

No mistaking that
you’re on a Ralph
Lauren property.
Logo is consistently
placed and there is a
cohesive color
scheme that carries
the brand message
across.

Consistency in
design but some
pages can be
overwhelming with
the amount of
content while other
pages are the
opposite.

Hard to pinpoint an
exact tonal voice,
the majority of the
copy reads like
advertising
headlines. It’s
consistent but very
light.

The experience is
not carried in
carried over into the
digital space. Some
use of quizzes on
Facebook and the
Youtube channel has
some good content.

The only call out to
social was at the
end of the fragrance
quiz, and that was
only to post a brand
video to a user’s
Facebook page or
Tweet the location
of the brand video.

Dedicated Facebook
page for fragrance
which is primarily
centered on Big
Pony. Standard
marketing content,
call out to the quiz,
lots of lifestyle
imagery. Total
number of fans
3,071, and 707 for
the stand alone Big
Pony Page.

Dedicated twitter
feed for Big Pony,
fairly active. 2,533
followers. Editorial
wise seems to be a
good mix of
marketing and call
outs to other
content that
supports the brand
voice

Fragrances are not
intuitive to find.
Some experiences
strip out the page
navigation and then
leave the user
hanging. Any
lifestyle sensation is
carried by the
design.

facebook.com/
RalphLaurenFragran
ces

Large variety of
It works. There is
videos, most
nothing innovative
concentrated on
technology wise
fashion and some on
the home design.
None on fragrance
easily found. Total of
3,599 subscribers.
youtube.com/user/
RLTVralphlauren

twitter.com/#!/
BigPonyTeam
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ESCADA / SUMMER FRAGRANCES

1.54 MEAN SCORE
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ESCADA / SUMMER FRAGRANCES
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

2.50

1.50

1.75

0.75

1.25

1.50

2.00

1.25

1.25

1.50

Subtle clean website design; gets
lost once you head
into other digital
properties. The
double E logos is
similar in
appearance to Tory
Burch, vaguely
Verace-esque, there
is nothing
distinctive about it.

Careens between
minimalist and fullon fantasy
illustration. This
carries over into the
social media
properties as well.

Tone is fairly
consistent across
all platforms, for the
most part elegant/
classy. Veers into PR
speak on the Twitter
feed.

Some attempt on
the web-site with
copy and illustration
style, but social
media platforms fall
flat.

Consistent, but
subtle, call outs
consistently on
pages to drive to
dedicated Facebook
and Twitter feeds.

No dedicated page
to fragrances. There
is a lot of content
around fragrance, in
addition to fashion.
Stand alone
application for
Summer which
takes users through
a quiz; featured on
the site as well.
Total number of fans
192,000

Feed is more general
PR events, tagline is
Escada PR Girl.
2,568 followers only.
twitter.com/#!/
ESCADAmericasPR

Large variety of
It works. There is
videos, mostly
nothing innovative
concentrated on
technology wise.
fashion and some on
the home design.
None on fragrance
easily found. Total of
111 subscribers.
youtube.com/user/
Escadaeditor

facebook.com/
ESCADA?ref=ts
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VERSACE / BRIGHT CRYSTAL

1.26 MEAN SCORE
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VERSACE / BRIGHT CRYSTAL
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

2.75

2.00

1.25

0.25

0.50

0.58

1.25

1.50

0.00

1.50

Branding is
consistent across all
platforms, definite
sense that you are
on Versace
properties.

Design is simple,
carries across well
on various
platforms. Reliance
on photography
which they use
consistently across
the various
platforms. Versace
has an advantage
design wise with a
recognizable design
heritage, iconic
logo, vivid colors,
etc.

Sparse content on
website, consistent
on FB and Twitter,
very focused on
fashion. Does not
impart any
personality.

In digital landscape
very little effort.
Mostly rely on
celebrity posting on
Facebook, no
integration into the
rest of their
properties.

Very little;
integration of
Facebook and
Twitter share icons
on rollover on
product image.
Other than that
nothing.

Dedicated page at a
brand level. Covers
most aspects of
their product
offering with some
call-outs to
celebrity postings.
Total number of fans
886,000.

Heavy on fashion
coverage and some
lifestyle posting.
Overall it seems well
curated content
wise. 156,608
followers.

No content. Total of
12 subscribers.

It works. There is
nothing innovative
technology wise.

facebook.com/
versace

twitter.com/#!/
Versace

facebook.com/
versace
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MARC JACOBS / DAISY

0.71 MEAN SCORE
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MARC JACOBS / DAISY
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.00

0.75

1.00

1.50

0.50

1.00

1.00

Weak brand
experience,
inconsistent use of
logo, type, color,
etc.

Inconsistent, the
über minimalist
aesthetic works for
the web to a certain
degree, but it is not
carried over into
other platforms.

All over the place, no
consistency. No real
messaging on the
web + the social
platforms have no
real on brand
message.

Content seems
haphazard, some
public outreach,
contest winner... a
spin class...? Total
of 1937 subscribers.

It works, ding for
having some broken
functionality on the
Facebook page.

“I like this”
Facebook
functionality at
product level. No
real integration
across the various
platforms.

Dedicated page for
both brand and
Daisy. Brand
primarily focused on
fashion, Daisy page
bland, mostly “buy
this variation of
Daisy, or buy Daisy
for this occasion”.
Total number of fans
705,759 + 44,050
for the Daisy page.

Cutesy Twitter
nonsense. 621,609
followers.
twitter.com/#!/
MarcJacobsIntl

youtube.com/user/
marcjacobs

.facebook.com/
marcjacobsintl
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VERA WANG / PRINCESS

0.65 MEAN SCORE
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VERA WANG / PRINCESS
BRAND

DESIGN

TONE

MERCHANTAINMENT

SOCIAL INTEGRATION

AGGREGATED SOCIAL

SOCIAL : FACEBOOK

SOCIAL : TWITTER

SOCIAL : YOUTUBE

TECHNOLOGY

1.00

0.50

1.25

0.00

0.50

0.58

1.00

0.50

0.25

0.75

Design is generic,
there is nothing that
ties it together that
it makes it readily
identifiable as Vera
Wang. No consistent
use of logo or other
branding elements.
Using purple as your
brand signature
doesn’t cut it.

Mediocre to bad, if
anything detrimental
to the overall
experience.

Tone inconsistent
across platforms,
big disconnect
between the
website which has
very sparse content.
Twitter content,
bad.

Dedicated page for
fragrances as a
grouping with
support for Princess
via an application.
Application does not
work. Total number
of fans 30,943.

Broken links, bland
power statements
like “Princes Power!
Princess = Love!”.
817 followers.

Dedicated to
weddings. No
updates since 2010.
Total of 384
subscribers.

Facebook probably
does the best job,
with tips and
educational posts

Nada, one Facebook
like icon in lower
right hand corner of
site. No integration
between the various
platforms

facebook.com/
verawangfragrances

twitter.com/#!/
vrawangprincess

It works, other than
that there is nothing
innovative
technology wise,
scored lower
because FB
youtube.com/user/ applications do not
verawangonwedding work and Twitter
s/feedr
feed consistently
drives to broken
links.
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